
LESSON 3: Can we grow oil palm trees somewhere else so that we’re not cutting down
rainforests?

PREVIOUS LESSON We investigated what it means to be a plantation system and decided that there are different meanings biologically and historically. We also wanted to figure
out if there was a substitute for palm oil. We read and examined data about soybean and canola oil. We figured out that any oil would require clearing land for
farming, which could harm animals, and palm oil is very efficient, producing a lot of oil in a small amount of land. This made us wonder if there was somewhere
else we could grow palm oil so that we wouldn't harm orangutans.

THIS LESSON

INVESTIGATION

1 day

We decide that oil palm may be the best plant to grow compared to alternatives. We wonder if we can grow
oil palm in other places. We obtain more information about the abiotic conditions that the oil palm plant
needs to grow and examine worldwide data on solar radiation, temperature, and precipitation to identify
locations suitable for the plant. We figure out that oil palm grows best in equatorial regions, which is also
where tropical forests are located. We conclude that both kinds of plants share the same abiotic
requirements and compete for the same space to grow. This makes us wonder how oil palm farmers, and
other farmers, grow crops in places in which they harm the ecosystem that was there first.

NEXT LESSON We will hear from people who farm oil palms to learn the reasons that they cut down rainforests even though it is bad for the animals that live there. We will
learn that many of these farmers are struggling to make ends meet and that the rainforest is often the only resource from which they can make money. This
will make us wonder if there are ways to farm palm oil that will allow these farmers to support themselves while doing less harm to local animals.

BUILDING TOWARD NGSS

MS-LS2-1, MS-LS2-2, MS-LS2-4,
MS-LS2-5

WHAT STUDENTS WILL DO

Define a problem in which oil palm is dependent upon the same environmental interactions with nonliving factors as other tropical
rainforest plants (pattern).

WHAT STUDENTS WILL FIGURE OUT

Plants need regular sunlight, good precipitation, and warm temperatures in order to grow. These are called abiotic factors in an
ecosystem.
Tropical rainforests are located near the equator because of these good growing conditions.
Oil palm trees are also grown near the equator because of the same good growing conditions.



Lesson 3 • Learning Plan Snapshot
Part Duration Summary Slide Materials

1 4 min NAVIGATION
Set the purpose for the lesson using questions from the DQB about growing oil
palm plants somewhere else.

2 10 min IDENTIFY OIL PALM PLANT NEEDS
Students turn and talk about plant needs and then work together as a class to
construct a list of plant needs.

A-B tape, highlighter, Farmer’s Almanac: Oil Palm Plant, chart paper,
markers

3 12 min LOCATE PLACES TO GROW OIL PALM PLANTS
Students engage in analyzing and overlaying mapped data for solar radiation,
precipitation, and temperature to locate places around the world that meet all
three conditions required by the oil palm plant.

C-D, I-K colored pencils, Where can oil palm trees grow?, Average Annual
Surface Temperatures, Average Annual Precipitation, Long-Term
Average Annual Solar Radiation, group copy of Where can oil palm
trees grow?

4 15 min Facilitate a Building Understandings Discussion about where oil palm grows.
Project a blank world map for the class to color together, coloring only locations
suitable for growing oil palm plants. Then compare to rainforests locations and
make sense through a Building Understandings Discussion.

E-G

5 4 min NAVIGATION
Students look back at the DQB to locate questions they had about how or why
people/farmers cut down forests to grow oil palm. Have students complete an
exit ticket with their initial thinking to their questions.

H sticky note, Driving Question Board

End of day 1



Lesson 3 • Materials List
per student per group per class

Lesson materials science notebook
tape
highlighter
Farmer’s Almanac: Oil Palm Plant
colored pencils
Where can oil palm trees grow?
sticky note

Average Annual Surface Temperatures
Average Annual Precipitation
Long-Term Average Annual Solar Radiation
group copy of Where can oil palm trees grow?

chart paper
markers
Driving Question Board

Materials preparation (15 minutes)
Review teacher guide, slides, and teacher references or keys (if applicable).

Make copies of handouts and ensure sufficient copies of student references, readings, and procedures are available.

Prepare a space for the class to record a consensus map of locations suitable to grow oil palm plants. Options include (1) printing an 8.5-x-11 copy of Where can oil palm trees grow?, using
a document camera to project the map on a screen or wall, and to color regions onto the map as the class agrees upon them; (2) projecting the map from a computer onto a whiteboard
and coloring in regions on the whiteboard using dry erase markers; or (3) using an online program or app (e.g., Notability) that allows you to project the map and color regions with
digital tools built into the app.

The Farmer’s Almanac Entry handout is designed to be cut in half, with one half of the page given to each student.



Lesson 3 • Where We Are Going and NOT Going
Where We Are Going

This lesson has two important purposes: (1) Within this unit storyline, this lesson serves to answer some of students’ initial questions from Lesson 1 (“Can we just plant it somewhere
else?”), while also further complicating the problem for them. Through this lesson, students come to realize that plants depend on abiotic conditions that are suitable for growth. The oil
palm plant’s interactions with the nonliving environment limit where it and tropical forest plants can grow, which is around the equator (LS2.A: Interdependent Relationships in
Ecosystems). Thus, the solutions to the palm oil problem are limited based on suitable abiotic conditions for growing crops, (2) This lesson builds upon what students have learned
about plant needs and growth from the Maple Syrup unit and adds to students’ understanding when they think about using a plant’s needs as a way to identify where crops can grow.
This lesson also sets students up for thinking about competition between plants grown in natural ecosystems, such as the tropical forest, and plants grown by humans for food, which is
part of a human impact story that will be taken up further in OpenSciEd Unit 7.6. In this current version of the unit, this is the only lesson in which students consider how organisms
(and populations) interact with their nonliving environments to meet their needs.

Where We Are NOT Going

Students have not yet developed an understanding of a single organism versus a population of organisms, but they are working toward this understanding over the course of the next
few lessons. Avoid focusing on the distinction between an organism (like an individual oil palm plant) and a population of organisms (oil palm farm) or a community of populations
(tropical forest). Students will get to these distinctions in Lesson 6. However, keep this goal in mind as students share their thinking about plant needs and where certain “kinds” of plants
can grow. Language, such as “one plant,” “many of the same kind of plant,” and “many different kinds of plants,” can be a useful way to distinguish at this point in the unit without using
scientific terminology.



4 min

10 min

LEARNING PLAN for LESSON 3
1 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: None

Set the purpose for the lesson using questions from the DQB. Have the Driving Question Board (DQB) visible to students. Stand near
the DQB and say, Yesterday we figured out palm oil was a better ingredient than alternatives. We were left wondering why we can’t just plant the
oil palm somewhere else. Some of you even added this question, or a similar question, to our Driving Question Board. Point to the category of
questions on the DQB related to growing oil palm in another location. Ask for one student who had a question in this category to share
their thinking about their question.

Then, emphasize that this category of questions is connected to a broader question, Can we grow oil palm plants somewhere else so that
we’re not cutting down rainforests? Set the purpose for today’s mission to figure out more about this question as a possible solution to the
palm oil problem.

2 · IDENTIFY OIL PALM PLANT NEEDS
MATERIALS: science notebook, tape, highlighter, Farmer’s Almanac: Oil Palm Plant, chart paper, markers

Engage students in a Turn and Talk to elicit what they know about plant needs. Display slide A. Have
students turn and talk about the prompt on the slide, What do we think the oil palm plant needs to grow? This
should be a brief opportunity for them to quickly articulate their thinking to a peer.

Work together as a class to develop a list of oil palm needs. Bring students back together. Elicit from the
class a list of oil palm plant needs based on what they know about general plant needs. This should
leverage what students know from Unit 7.4 Maple Syrup?✱ Record this list on chart paper. As you record
the list, point out your own observation that all of the things on the list are nonliving. Say, It’s interesting
that plants depend on a lot of nonliving factors in their environment to grow. This will help to prime students to
encounter the term, “abiotic condition,” in the text they will read next.

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

The student handout used next, Farmer’s Almanac: Oil Palm Plant, contains two almanac entries per page.
Print copies and use a paper cutter to cut each page in half. Trim the white edges around the entry to make
it fit better onto the science notebook page.

Read more about palm oil needs. Display slide B. Pass out Farmer’s Almanac: Oil Palm Plant. This is a short almanac-like entry about palm
oil needs. Students can attach this to their notebook following the directions on slide B. Prompt students to read the almanac entry and
make a list below it of specific needs the plant has to grow.

Discuss oil palm needs to add specifics to a class chart. Near the list of plant needs previously generated, add the information about
specific oil palm plant needs. Use a different color to represent what we learned from the reading versus what we already knew about
plant needs.

✱ ATTENDING TO EQUITY

It is beneficial for all students, but
particularly emergent multilingual learners
and students identified with special
learning needs, to create opportunities for
students to use and apply previously
learned knowledge. This provides an
opportunity for students to practice using
previously learned specialized terminology
in a new context and supports all students
in reflecting upon and building from their
prior knowledge.



12 min

Ask students, Given what you read about and what we added to our chart, does anyone want to suggest what the
word “abiotic” means? Listen for students to offer ideas related to nonliving things in the plant’s
environment. Consider adding “abiotic/nonliving factors” just below the title “Oil palm needs” on the chart
paper.

Say, We have some of this data in our reference materials, like solar radiation, rainfall, and temperature. If we
were to examine those three things, how could we use the information to decide if we can grow it somewhere else?
(prompt on slide B). Listen for students to suggest:

We can find places that have all of these conditions.
We look at the data to see if there are other places with this sunlight, rain, and temperature data.

3 · LOCATE PLACES TO GROW OIL PALM PLANTS
MATERIALS: science notebook, colored pencils, Where can oil palm trees grow?, Average Annual Surface Temperatures, Average Annual Precipitation, Long-Term Average Annual Solar
Radiation, group copy of Where can oil palm trees grow?

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

The materials needed for this map-overlay small-group activity are located in the reference section of the
student edition. These include colored maps of average annual solar radiation, precipitation, and
temperature. You can provide each student or each group with a set of these colored maps. Each student
should have a blank black-and-white map, Where can oil palm trees grow?, and the group should also receive
1 copy of Where can oil palm trees grow? for their consensus map. This will allow students to color their own
map to be attached to their science notebooks, and to produce a group consensus map to share with the
class.

Prepare to examine mapped data. Arrange students in groups of 3-4. Pass out 1 copy of Where can oil palm trees grow? and give each
group 1 additional copy of Where can oil palm trees grow? for their group consensus map. Each group will need a set of data found in the
reference section of the student edition: Average Annual Surface Temperatures, Average Annual Precipitation, and Long-Term Average Annual
Solar Radiation.

Set the purpose. Remind students that their goal is to identify locations around the world that meet all three conditions for oil palm
plants to grow.

Scaffold the map overlay activity. Display slide C. Encourage students to examine 1 data map at a time, for example, starting with
temperature. You may want to complete the first map together as a class before having small groups work with the other two maps.
Slides I-K are optional slides with large projections of the mapped data:

Examine the key on the first data map, Average Annual Surface Temperatures, to identify which “color” on the temperature scale
represents the range at which oil palm can grow. Point back to the oil palm plant needs chart as necessary (i.e., temperature is
a range 22-30℃).
Have students use a colored pencil to color in the regions on their copy of Where can oil palm trees grow? that meet the
temperature requirement for oil palm plants (i.e., only the areas that are shaded orange to red on Average Annual Surface
Temperatures reference sheet).
Once completed, students should set the temperature data aside.
Have students repeat the process with the solar radiation data. Cue students to use a new color to shade in areas that meet the
solar radiation requirements (4.6-5.4 kWh/m2) and to add this color to the key.
Have students set the solar radiation data aside.

✱ SUPPORTING STUDENTS IN
ENGAGING IN ANALYZING AND
INTERPRETING DATA

Map overlaying can be a challenge for
some students, but students at this age are
ready to learn these more sophisticated
data analysis strategies. If students need
more support, consider doing 1 map
together as a class, then have students
work with a partner to layer on a second
map, with a whole-class check-in, before
moving onto the third map.



15 min

Have students repeat this process with the precipitation data. Cue students to use a new color to shade in areas that meet the
precipitation requirements (1600-3000mm) and to add this color to the key.
Have students set the precipitation data aside. Prompt students to use a pen or marker to circle areas that they believe meet all
three of the requirements.✱

Temperature Only Temperature + Solar Radiation Temperature + Solar Radiation +
Precipitation, Areas of Overlap Are Circled

Compare and produce a group map. Have students compare their individual overlay maps.
Working together, they should determine the areas that meet all three requirements. Using their
group’s blank map, they should color in the new map with only the areas that meet all three
requirements and add a key to show what this new color means.

They can attach their individual maps to their science notebooks. (see slide D if needed).

Groups of students should be prepared to share their group map with the class.

4 · Facilitate a Building Understandings Discussion about where oil palm grows.
MATERIALS: science notebook

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

The whole-group discussion does not need to be completed in a Scientists Circle but can be if you have
class time for this transition. Importantly, you need a large wall space to project a blank map for the class to
work with. This map should be visible to all students. You will “color” in the map together. Here are three
suggestions for how to complete this learning activity: (1) use a document camera to project a blank 8.5-x-11
map and color using map colors, (2) project a blank map from your computer to a whiteboard and use dry
erase markers to color in the map together, or (3) use a computer app or program that allows you to import
the blank map and to use embedded tools to color the map together.

Project a blank map for the class. Ask groups to be prepared to share at least 1 place they identified that meets the requirements for oil
palm plants. This sharing of data should happen in about 6-7 minutes.

✱ SUPPORTING STUDENTS IN
DEVELOPING AND USING PATTERNS

Talk specifically about the needs of oil palm
plants first, then the needs of rainforest
plants. At an opportune time in this
discussion, have students transition to
thinking about patterns in what these kinds
of tropical plants need (sunlight, warm
temperatures, rain), thus the reasons they
tend to grow in similar places.



Have the first group start the discussion by sharing 1 location from their small-group consensus map. They can come to the
front to point out their location.
Ask the other groups if they agree that the location meets the requirements. If agreement is achieved, color in the location. If
agreement is not achieved, ask the group that disagrees which requirement is not met and consult the original map for that
requirement to resolve the disagreement.
Have a second group share a new location. Repeat this process until all locations are agreed upon and identified by the class.

Compare to a rainforest map. Display slide E. Remind students of the lesson question, Can we grow oil palm trees somewhere else so that
we’re not cutting down rainforests? Students have only answered half of the question (i.e., can we grow oil palm somewhere else?). Give
each group about 3 minutes to compare their class consensus map to Location of Tropical Rainforests Around the World, with the purpose
of identifying locations at which oil palm grows but rainforests do not already exist. Have them locate these places on their group
consensus maps, using a different colored pencil.

Facilitate a Building Understandings Discussion about what oil palm plants need and what rainforest plants need. After several
minutes, have groups return to a whole-class discussion focused on the lesson question. On the class map, use a different color

or symbol to note places at which oil palm can grow and rainforests do not currently exist. Focus students on using the data and
patterns where they mapped oil palm and rainforest to discuss the shared abiotic needs of tropical plants, thus the competition for
space that happens between oil palm and other rainforest plants.

KEY IDEAS Purpose of the discussion: to use evidence from the mapped abiotic conditions data, mapped oil palm
locations, and mapped rainforest locations to conclude that rainforest plants and oil palm require similar
abiotic conditions, and, therefore, prefer to grow in similar locations.

Listen for students’ ideas:
Rainforest and oil palm areas overlap more than they are separate.
Rainforests are mostly found in warm areas of the world that receive a lot of sunlight and rain.
There is a pattern in that a lot of plants or forests tend to grow near the equator for the same
reasons.✱
Planting oil palm farms requires the space that rainforests need.
Oil palm plants compete for this space (and other abiotic conditions) and “win” with the help of
farmers.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

Can we grow oil palm trees somewhere else so that we’re not cutting
down rainforests?

Rainforests are located in most of the places where oil palm can
grow.

There are some, but only a few places, that may not overlap.

Based on what we know about the needs of oil palm plants, what do
you predict are the abiotic conditions needed for plants in the
rainforests?

Warm temperatures, a lot of sunlight, and a lot of rain.

What pattern can you identify for where palm and rainforests grow
and what they need?

They seem to mostly grow toward the middle or toward the equator.
Seems like plants in rainforests and oil palm need similar abiotic
conditions.

If we want to plant oil palm in locations with good growing conditions,
what are the chances that we may need to cut down forests?

Pretty high, since they grow in the same places.

✱ SUPPORTING STUDENTS IN
ENGAGING IN ASKING QUESTIONS
AND DEFINING PROBLEMS

While this is a brief move, it is an
important one. The purpose of this lesson
was to (1) answer students’ initial questions
from the DQB, and (2) help students see
that the problem is more complicated than
it first appeared to them in Lesson 1.
Therefore, this lesson serves to help
students see that there are additional
factors to consider about the problem and
that these factors may limit solutions to
the problem.



4 min

Suggested prompt Sample student response

Why do you think oil palm trees can “outcompete” the rainforests
plants in the places where we have oil palm farms?

People cut down the rainforests, so there is nothing left.

People make space for the oil palm, so it’s the only plant left and does
not have to compete with any other plants.

ASSESSMENT
OPPORTUNITY

Use the Building Understandings Discussion and optional Progress Tracker entry for formative assessment.
If students struggle to conclude that the oil palm needs to grow near the equator in similar conditions as
rainforests, bring the issue closer to home. Ask them, Why do we not grow oil palm in the United States or
near our town? What abiotic condition does the plant need that our location may not give it? What if we
were to plant large farms of oil palm near our hometown—how would that change the ecosystem around
us?

Answer the lesson question together or complete the alternative activity below. Display slide F. Ask students to offer a couple of
answers to our lesson question.

Then say, Let’s go back to some of the questions on our DQB and your ideas about planting oil palm in other places. Now that we know more
information, how does this change the problem for you? What new ideas do you have about how to solve this problem?✱

Listen for students’ ideas:
We can’t stop using oil palm because it’s better than other stuff, and we can’t plant it somewhere else without probably cutting down
forests.
Maybe we can plant it better.
Maybe we can plant it with the rainforests, since they grow in similar places.

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

This lesson is intended to fit within one 45-minute class period, which does not allow time for students to
update their individual two-column Progress Trackers. If your class moves through the learning activities
faster and/or your have a longer class period available to you, consider giving students the opportunity to
complete this update to their Progress Trackers in their science notebooks. Slide G is an optional slide
provided to you for this purpose. Have students write and draw what they have figured out about the lesson
question, Can we grow palm oil somewhere else so that we’re not cutting down rainforests?

5 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: sticky note, Driving Question Board

Navigation. Return to DQB. Say, It seems like the only places to plant this oil palm tree are where tropical rainforests also grow. Some of you had
questions about how people could cut down the forests to grow this plant when it hurts animals. I’m wondering what your current thinking is about
these questions.

Display slide H and have students complete the exit ticket on a sticky note: Farmers grow crops, like palm, canola, and soy to make oil.
They need land to do this, but it seems like it means we have to cut down forests and prairie and this hurt animals that live there. Why
do farmers clear forests or other natural ecosystems to grow crops?

Have students give you their exit ticket before leaving class.


